Introduction. We previously reported the first detailed photomerry of the thermal radiation emitted by Jupiter in the 8-14 /• wavelength region [Murray et al., 1964 ; hereinafter referred to as paper 1]. Because of the presence of low-frequency drift in the noise of the Jovian scans of paper 1, as well as difficulties in the Jovographic positioning of signal scans, it was not possible to obtain a map of the distribution of brightness temperature over the disk of Jupiter. Instead, the average limb-darkening curves, both polar and equatorial, were extracted together with an upper bound of 0.5øK contrast between light and dark bands and of the Great Red Spot. In the present study, although the drift has not been altogether eliminated, it has been reduced to the point where brightness temperature maps of significance for Jupiter's gross band structure can be obtained by the superposition and averaging of maps obtained on individual nights.
A 
No high resolution photographs or drawings
were available upon which to. identify visual and infrared correspondents.
The gross structure of the maps which bears obvious relation to. the band sirueture, or at least which exhibits some nonradial bilateral symmetry about Jupiter's axis of rotation, seems to, be of the same form but of a variable degree from map to map. Aeeordingly, it was felt that by superposing the maps on a grid whose mesh was commensurate with the spatial resolution and averaging the temperatures read at the points of intersection (the mathematical analog of composite photography), a map, could be contoured which would (1) have a noise contribution lowered by a process the equivalent of signal integration but workable on nonstationary noise and yet (2) still possess real information, other than and in addition to limb-darkening, which would not be averaged out.
The result is shown in 
